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Daily, weekly, seasonal and menstrual cycles in human behav-
iour, health and vital signs affect health and happiness. 
Daily cycles are implicated in sleep1 and obesity2; seasonal 

cycles in mood disorders3; and the menstrual cycle in fertility4, 
schizophrenia5 and cancer6.

However, three fundamental questions about cycles remain 
unanswered. First, no study has compared the magnitudes of the 
daily, weekly, seasonal and menstrual cycles, making it unclear 
which is associated most substantially with cyclic variation. Second, 
it is not clear which dimensions of behaviour, mood and vital signs 
actually cycle because previous studies of daily7, seasonal8 and men-
strual cycles9,10 have yielded conflicting results. For example, pre-
vious studies of peaks in negative mood have disagreed about the 
time of day they occur7, the time of year they occur8, where in the 
menstrual cycle they occur9, and even whether they occur at all9,11,12. 
Third, because many previous datasets have been small scale and 
country specific, they have been unable to study how factors such as 
cultural background and age affect cycle dynamics, and it is unclear 
the extent to which their conclusions generalize. Uncertainty over 
how cyclic patterns generalize across cultures has clinical implica-
tions: for example, this was a primary argument against including 
premenstrual dysphoric disorder in the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)13.

The answers to these three questions are particularly unclear for 
the menstrual cycle, which has been understudied, to the detriment 
of women’s health14–17. (Throughout this paper, we use the term 
‘women’ to refer to women and people who menstruate, and ‘wom-
en’s health’ analogously; however, not all menstruators are women, 
and not all women menstruate.) The menstrual cycle is more dif-
ficult to study because it is individual-specific: in contrast to many 
cycles which are synchronized across the entire population (such 
as a cyclic weekend increase in sleep duration), individual-specific 
cycles such as the menstrual cycle begin on different days for  
each person. While population-synchronized cycles can be  
studied by computing a population average at each timepoint7,18, 

studying individual-specific cycles requires an additional piece of 
data: where each person is in their cycle at each timepoint (cycle 
phase). Failing to account for this renders individual-specific cycles 
invisible because cycles do not begin on the same day for each per-
son, and so are averaged out.

Here we decompose women’s behaviour, mood and vital signs 
into simultaneous daily, weekly, seasonal and menstrual cycles. 
We use cellphones as a data collection instrument, relying on an 
international dataset of 241 million observations from 3.3 million  
reproductive-age women who use the women’s health mobile tracking  
application Clue by BioWink GmbH, which allows women across 
more than 100 countries to prospectively track more than 100 fea-
tures (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Tables 1–3). In our primary analy-
sis, we focus on 88 million observations from 499,000 women who 
log in at least 12 unique months (Supplementary Table 4). Such 
data from women’s health tracking apps have only recently become 
available on a large scale as such apps have grown in popularity; a 
critical advantage that these datasets offer is information on men-
strual cycle starts, enabling the computation of where each woman 
is in her cycle at each timepoint. Previous analyses of Clue data have 
reproduced known biological findings19–22. Using the Clue dataset, 
we analyse menstrual, daily, weekly and seasonal cycles in three 
dimensions of behaviour (sleep, exercise and sexual activity) nine 
dimensions of mood and three vital signs (resting heart rate (RHR), 
basal body temperature (BBT) and weight). We focus on mood, 
behaviour and vital signs because they are fundamental to human 
health and well-being and previous research has suggested that they 
may exhibit cycles across multiple timescales7,18,23–28. Within the 
three broad areas of mood, behaviour and vital signs, we choose 
our specific dimensions to analyse because they are logged by large 
numbers of women in our dataset (Supplementary Tables 3 and 4).

Results
We first illustrate that failing to account for the menstrual cycle sub-
stantially understates individual cyclic variation (Fig. 2). In Fig. 2, 
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we show a daily signal (the happy–sad dimension of mood) aver-
aged across the whole population. (To avoid falsely attenuating sea-
sonal cycles, we filter for women in the Northern Hemisphere who 
log in at least 12 unique months; see Methods.) As expected, this 
reveals some population-synchronized cycles, such as weekly cycles, 
as well as outliers such as Christmas (when happiness increases) and 
the day after the 2016 US election (when happiness decreases). But 
averaging across the whole population conceals the menstrual cycle 
because menstrual cycles do not begin on the same day for every 
woman, and so menstrual variation is averaged out when all women 
are combined. To reveal this variation, we leverage the fact that our 
dataset contains the dates when menstrual cycles begin (that is, 
the dates when the period begins; see Methods) for each woman. 
This allows us to compute where each woman is in her menstrual 
cycle—the cycle phase—at each timepoint. We can then separate 
happy–sad mood into menstrual, daily, weekly and seasonal cycles 
by running a linear regression of happy–sad mood on categorical 
variables for day relative to period start, hour of day, day of week 
and month of year (Methods; Fig. 2b).

Our central finding is that the menstrual cycle is larger in 
magnitude than the other three cycles for most dimensions of 
mood, behaviour and vital signs. Specifically, it is the cycle with 
the largest amplitude (as measured by the cycle maximum minus 
its minimum) for seven out of nine dimensions of mood, sexual 

behaviour and all three vital signs (Fig. 2c). For happy–sad mood, 
the amplitude of the menstrual cycle (5.5%, 95% CI 5.4–5.7%) is 
1.4× the amplitude of the daily cycle (95% CI 1.2–1.5×, P < 0.001; 
amplitude of daily cycle, 4.0%, 95% CI 3.7–4.6%), 3.3× the ampli-
tude of the weekly cycle (95% CI 3.2–3.6×, P < 0.001; amplitude of 
weekly cycle 1.7%, 95% CI 1.6–1.8%) and 2.3× the amplitude of 
the seasonal cycle (95% CI 2.2–2.5×, P < 0.001; amplitude of sea-
sonal cycle, 2.4%, 95% CI 2.2–2.5%). Importantly, the amplitude of 
the menstrual cycle is also substantial relative to the overall mean: 
on average, 25% of happy–sad logs are sad, so the 5.5% menstrual 
cycle amplitude represents a 22% relative change in the probability 
of logging sadness. The amplitude of the menstrual cycle is also 
substantial relative to the effects of outlier events: it is about 1.7× 
the Christmas effect (95% CI 1.4–2.2×) and 0.6× the 2016 US elec-
tion effect (95% CI 0.6–0.7×). (Supplementary Table 5 performs 
this analysis separately for each of the the five best-represented 
countries in our dataset, showing similar results for each coun-
try: the country-specific menstrual cycle amplitude is substantial 
relative to events which have large effects on happiness in each 
country.) Consequently, if menstrual variation could be observed 
in the population signal (Fig. 2a, red line) it would substantially 
increase cyclic variability. Studies of cyclic variation in mood, 
behaviour and vital signs will be more accurate if menstrual cycles 
are accounted for.
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Fig. 1 | overview of the dataset. a, Three screenshots from the women’s health mobile app which was used to collect data, illustrating how women can 
enter logs about their mental state, period starts and weight. Mental and period logs are binary and can be entered by tapping a square on the screen; 
weight is continuous and entered as a numerical value. Screenshots reproduced with permission from the women’s health mobile app Clue by BioWink 
GmbH. b, Illustrative simulated data for an individual woman; the horizontal axis is time, and the vertical black lines denote inferred menstrual cycle starts 
(Methods). Each dot represents the woman logging one feature on one day; only a subset of the features that can be logged are shown. The top three 
subplots illustrate the logging of binary features; the next two subplots illustrate weight and RHR, which are continuous; period logging data are shown in 
the bottom subplot. c, The 109 countries with at least 100 women and 1,000 observations in the dataset (across the more than 100 features which can be 
logged); Supplementary Table 2 reports the 25 countries with the most women in the dataset. Map shapefiles are from ArcGIS Hub (https://hub.arcgis.
com/datasets/UIA::uia-world-countries-boundaries).
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We emphasize that we analyse variation within people, as 
opposed to between people7,10,18. For example, if a given person 
weighs 20 lb less than the population mean, most of that variation 
is likely due not to cyclic variation but to between-person variation, 
since the menstrual weight cycle amplitude is roughly half a pound. 
Our analysis implies that the menstrual cycle is a primary contribu-
tor to within-individual cyclic variation. As our analysis makes 
no comparison across genders or sexes, our results should not be 
taken to imply that women are more volatile than men, as discussed  
further below.

We next analyse the four-cycle decompositions of all 15 dimen-
sions in our analysis (Supplementary Figs. 1–4), revealing intrigu-
ing variation. The menstrual cycle is greater in amplitude than 
the other three cycles for seven out of nine dimensions of mood 
(happy–sad, happy–sensitive, energized–exhausted, focused–dis-
tracted, motivated–unmotivated, sociable–withdrawn, supportive 

social–conflict social; for the seven dimensions where the men-
strual cycle is the largest cycle, all P-values for amplitude differences 
are statistically significant except for the daily–menstrual compari-
son for sociable–withdrawn). The daily cycle in mood is also promi-
nent, with mood becoming more negative between midnight and 
6 a.m. (Supplementary Fig. 1). While seasonal and weekly cycles 
in mood are generally smaller than the daily and menstrual cycles, 
they are large for the calm–stressed and productive–unproduc-
tive dimensions: calm peaks during the summer and end-of-year 
(likely due to school holidays, since a large fraction of the popu-
lation in the dataset is school-age) and on weekends, and produc-
tivity declines. These results speak to the importance of modelling 
multiple dimensions of mood, which may show different cyclic pat-
terns. For behaviour dimensions, the menstrual cycle is the largest 
cycle for sexual activity (P < 0.001), with a large decrease in logged 
sexual activity immediately after the period begins; sexual activity 
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Fig. 2 | Decomposition of women’s mood, behaviour and vital signs into daily, weekly, seasonal and menstrual cycles. a, Averaging across the entire 
population conceals menstrual cycles in happy–sad mood. The black line plots the fraction of happy–sad logs which are happy by day, after subtracting the 
baseline (individual mean) for each woman to reveal within-individual variation. Weekly cycles are apparent, as well as outlier events such as Christmas 
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also increases on the weekends (Supplementary Fig. 2). For sleep, 
the weekly cycle is most prominent, with an increase in sleep on the 
weekends; for exercise, both weekly and seasonal cycles are promi-
nent, with decreases in exercise on the weekends and during the 
winter (Supplementary Fig. 2). The menstrual cycle is the largest 
cycle for all three vital signs (all P < 0.001): BBT, RHR and weight 
(Supplementary Fig. 3).

We confirm that the amplitudes and cyclic patterns we observe 
remain stable under a number of robustness checks (Methods). 
First, we repeat our analysis under alternate statistical models, 
including two other cycle decomposition methods (a mixed model 
and a model-free estimation method), alternate parameterizations 
of the seasonal cycle (using a linear time trend rather than an indi-
cator for year, and using indicator variables for week of year rather 
than month of year) and alternate parameterizations of the men-
strual cycle (using day relative to last cycle start, day relative to next 
cycle start and fraction of the way through the cycle). As a second 
robustness check, we repeat our main analyses across subsets of the 
dataset broken down by app usage variables and demographics. 
While, as expected, we observe some variation across subsets of the 
population, we find that the ordering of cycle amplitudes remains 
generally stable (Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6) and, importantly, 
the prominence of the menstrual cycle is not driven by a particu-
lar subgroup. This shows that, while the population in our dataset 
is likely non-representative, the prominence of the menstrual cycle 
persists across subpopulations, and our conclusions are more likely 
to generalize.

Having established the importance of the menstrual cycle, we 
next examine how it varies across countries. Because most previous 
studies of the menstrual cycle have been small scale and country 
specific, it has been unclear the extent to which menstrual effects 
persist across countries. This uncertainty has clinical implica-
tions. For example, whether premenstrual mood disorder should 
be included in the DSM-V has been disputed on the grounds that 
it might be culturally specific13. To examine how menstrual effects 
vary across countries, we define the ‘premenstrual effect’ for a 
dimension as the change in the mean value of the dimension dur-
ing its premenstrual peak or trough. (We allow the timing of this 
peak or trough to vary across dimensions, as described in Methods 
and Supplementary Table 6.) Contrary to previous concerns that 
premenstrual effects are culturally specific, we find that they are 
directionally consistent across countries. For example, the pre-
menstrual decrease in happiness occurs across all 87 countries we 
examine (Fig. 3). The other large premenstrual effects in mood, 
sexual behaviour and vital signs also remain directionally consis-
tent across countries (Supplementary Fig. 7), although for RHR 
and BBT, lack of data reduces the number of countries we are able 
to study and our results should be interpreted with more caution. 
We confirmed that our estimates of country-specific premenstrual 
effects remained consistent (Methods and Supplementary Fig. 8) 
when we controlled for demographic covariates, behaviour covari-
ates and app usage covariates.

We next examine how premenstrual effects vary by age (Fig. 4). 
Menstrual cycle dynamics are known to change with age29–33, and 
understanding normal ageing-related changes is important for char-
acterizing healthy menstrual patterns31; however, it has not been 
possible to study ageing trends in all the dimensions we consider 
on the scale of our dataset. The premenstrual negative mood effect 
increases with age: from 3.6% (95% CI 3.5–3.7%) in 15–20-year-olds 
to 5.4% in 30–35-year-olds (95% CI 5.1–5.7%), a relative increase 
of 51% (95% CI 41–61%, P < 0.001). This is consistent with prior 
reports that premenstrual dysphoria can increase during the late 
reproductive years31. We also observe age trends in all three vital 
signs: With increasing age, the premenstrual effects for RHR and 
weight decrease in magnitude, while the premenstrual effect for 
BBT increases (all P < 0.001). The increase in the premenstrual BBT 

effect with age is consistent with the fact that the fraction of cycles in 
which ovulation occurs increases with age32, and BBT rises at ovula-
tion23. While all these trends are robust to the inclusion of controls 
for demographics, behaviour and app usage (Supplementary Fig. 9), 
it is possible that unobserved heterogeneity also contributes to the 
age trends: for example, the age trend in BBT may also be driven 
in part by the fact that BBT is difficult to measure properly, and 
young women may be less skilled at it. (We mitigate this by filter-
ing for regular BBT loggers; see Methods.) Because our analysis is 
cross-sectional (since our median follow-up time, of only 1.47 years 
for each person, is too short to allow longitudinal analysis), longer 
follow-up on large longitudinal datasets should further investigate 
the trends we observe.

Discussion
We use a large international dataset collected via a health track-
ing app to decompose women’s behaviour, mood and vital signs 
into simultaneous daily, weekly, seasonal and menstrual cycles. 
We find that the menstrual cycle is the largest cycle for most of the 
15 dimensions of mood, behaviour and vital signs that we study. 
Reassuringly, our study finds menstrual patterns that are consis-
tent with the previous literature. For example, the cycle phase most 
commonly associated with negative mood in the previous literature 
is the premenstrual phase9, which is consistent with our results 
(Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 1). Similarly, our results concord 
with past findings on menstrual cycles in sexual activity, BBT, RHR 
and weight (Methods). However, importantly, the large size of our 
dataset also helps resolve ambiguities in the previous literature by 
more precisely pinning down how dimensions of mood, behaviour 
and vital signs fluctuate over the course of the menstrual cycle. For 
example, some studies have failed to find that negative mood fluc-
tuates over the course of the menstrual cycle9,11,12. This is likely in 
part because of small sample size in previous studies—often only 
a few dozen people9—which limits statistical power to precisely 
resolve fluctuations.

Our dataset has limitations. First, the population in our dataset—
smartphone users using a women’s health app—is not representative 
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Fig. 3 | Premenstrual mood effects are directionally consistent across 
countries. The premenstrual effect for a dimension is defined as the 
change in the mean value of the dimension during its premenstrual peak 
or trough (Methods). All countries show a negative premenstrual mood 
effect. Colour bins are equally sized increments: blues indicate a negative 
premenstrual change in mood, the central white bin is centred around no 
premenstrual change and reds indicate a positive premenstrual change. 
Countries with fewer than 1,000 observations and 100 women in the 
dataset are shown in grey. Premenstrual effects in the other dimensions  
are directionally consistent as well (Supplementary Fig. 7). Map  
shapefiles are from ArcGIS Hub (https://hub.arcgis.com/datasets/UIA:: 
uia-world-countries-boundaries).
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of the global population. Supplementary Table 2 illustrates that users 
from the USA are overrepresented in the dataset; further, the dataset 
is potentially biased towards women of higher socioeconomic status 
or who are particularly interested in women’s health. This raises the 
question of whether our findings generalize. As we discuss in more 
detail in the Methods section, several lines of evidence mitigate this 
concern: (a) menstrual cycle apps are increasingly widely used34, 
offering a data source which is arguably more representative than 
previous studies using small and non-representative populations14, 
(b) previous analyses of this dataset19–22 have reproduced numerous 
results consistent with previous findings, and we further confirm 
a number of previous results in our present analysis (Methods and 
Supplementary Fig. 10 and 11), and (c) the menstrual cycle remains 
prominent across countries and other subsets of the dataset, sug-
gesting that this finding is not driven by a single, non-representative 
population. The size of the dataset enables us to confirm that our 
findings generalize across subsets of the population. For example, 
even though the USA is overrepresented in the data, we still have 
enough data to confirm that the premenstrual decrease in happi-
ness occurs across all 87 countries we examine (Fig. 3). Perceptions 
of and stigma towards the menstrual cycle vary across cultures and 
can influence experiences and recording of the cycle (and indeed, in 
our data, the probability of using the app fluctuates over the course 
of the cycle; Supplementary Fig. 12)16,35–38. Cultural expectations for 
women to become sad during the premenstrual period may shape 
how mood is experienced and recorded. One promising direction 
for future work on datasets of this size is to study how menstrual 
cycle amplitudes vary across cultures, and how that correlates with 
other cultural characteristics.

A second limitation of our dataset is that it relies on 
self-reported data, which may not always be reliable, particu-
larly for dimensions such as BBT which require skill to measure 
accurately. To mitigate this concern, we apply numerous quality 
control filters to increase the accuracy of logged data. The medi-
cal community is already making use of menstrual app tracking 
data14,19–22,39, suggesting that neither of these limitations precludes 
its usefulness.

We emphasize that our results should not be taken to imply 
that women are more volatile than men. Our analysis, of course, 
makes no comparison across genders or sexes. Indeed, previ-
ous research in mice, rats and humans does not show sex differ-
ences in volatility, in part because males also experience hormone 
cycles40. Rather, our results illustrate the easily concealed impor-
tance of individual-specific cycles, a fact with implications beyond 
male and female hormone cycles. For example, genetics causes 
individual-specific variation in both daily and seasonal cycles41; 
genetic data allow study of such individual-specific variation.

Our results also do not imply that the menstrual cycle explains 
all the variation in women’s mood, behaviour and vital signs. As 
discussed above, we analyse variation within people, as opposed 
to between people; further, we analyse cyclic variation specifi-
cally, but there are many other sources of within-person variation. 
As such, our results should not be taken to imply that attempts to 
target people based on their menstrual cycle phase—for example, 
for advertising—are likely to be effective42,43 (separate, of course, 
from the substantial privacy concerns these practices raise). Our 
main finding is that the menstrual cycle is a primary contributor to 
within-individual cyclic variation.
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Fig. 4 | Premenstrual effects change with age for happy–sad mood, RHR, BBT and weight. The top row shows premenstrual effects (vertical axis) as a 
function of age (horizontal axis). The premenstrual effect for happy–sad mood grows larger with age: from 3.6% (95% CI 3.5–3.7%) in 15–20-year-olds 
to 5.4% in 30–35-year-olds (95% CI 5.1–5.7%), a relative increase of 51% (95% CI 41–61%, P < 0.001). The premenstrual effect for RHR grows smaller 
with age: from 2.0 BPM in 15–20-year-olds (95% CI 1.9–2.1 BPM) to 1.6 BPM in 30–35-year-olds (95% CI 1.5–1.7 BPM), a relative decrease of 20% (95% CI 
15–25%, P < 0.001). The premenstrual effect for BBT increases with age: from 0.12 °F in 15–20-year-olds (95% CI 0.06–0.18 °F) to 0.45 °F in 30–35-year-olds 
(95% CI 0.44–0.47 °F), a 3.8× increase (95% CI 2.5–7.9×, P < 0.001). The premenstrual effect for weight decreases with age: from 0.33 lb in 15–20-year-olds 
(95% CI 0.30–0.36 lb) to 0.21 lb in 30–35-year-olds (95% CI 0.16–0.26 lb), a relative decrease of 38% (95% CI 21–54%, P < 0.001). Estimates of age effects 
are robust to inclusion of controls for demographics, behaviour and app usage (Supplementary Fig. 9). The bottom row shows the change in each dimension 
over the course of the menstrual cycle for 15–20-year-olds (green line) and 30–35-year-olds (red line). (All age groups have at least 1,000 observations and 
100 women in the dataset; for BBT, the age group 10–15 is not shown because women in this age group log BBT too infrequently).
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This finding has implications for data collection in studies of 
women’s health and behaviour, for clinical practice and for the 
broader cultural perception of the menstrual cycle. In terms of data 
collection, menstrual cycle information is often lacking from medi-
cal records14 and global health data44; health-tracking apps have 
similarly been slow to incorporate menstrual tracking45. Without 
collecting menstrual cycle data, it is impossible to account for and 
study this fundamental source of variation in health and behaviour. 
Our findings also have implications with respect to clinical practice: 
clinicians do not always consider menstrual health15, in spite of the 
fact that the menstrual cycle is considered to be a vital sign which 
can be used to monitor numerous health conditions17,33. Our find-
ings emphasize the role of the menstrual cycle not just in disease, 
but in many dimensions of variation relevant to patients’ well-being 
and behaviour. Finally, the menstrual cycle has been poorly under-
stood and even stigmatized in popular culture, harming our under-
standing of women’s health and behaviour14,17. Our analysis shows 
that the menstrual cycle, as a primary contributor to cyclic variation 
in women’s mood, behaviour and vital signs, must be normalized 
and understood just as daily, weekly and seasonal cycles are.

methods
User consent for research. All data used in this analysis are fully de-identified. 
All users in the dataset consent to use of data for research purposes: Clue obtains 
users’ specific General Data Protection Regulation-compliant consent to the use of 
their de-identified data in scientific research collaborations whenever users create 
an account with Clue via Clue’s privacy policy (https://helloclue.com/privacy). 
Analysis of this dataset was determined to be exempt from review by the Stanford 
Institutional Review Board (IRB-35159).

Clue app interface. Figure 1 shows screenshots from the Clue app interface to 
illustrate how women using the app log symptoms. Related categories of logs 
appear on the same screen. For example, all period log types (spotting, light, 
medium and heavy bleeding) appear on the same screen. All log types except for 
weight, BBT and RHR are binary, and can be logged simply by tapping the screen. 
Each binary log can be entered only once per day. Women can backfill information 
(that is, enter logs for previous days) by tapping the date at the top of the screen.

Data processing. Definition of menstrual cycle start and date relative to period. 
Consistent with the Clue app, we define a woman to be on her period when she 
logs light, medium or heavy bleeding. We define a period start as a start of bleeding 
when the woman has recorded no bleeding for at least 7 days. So if the woman 
records no bleeding in April, and bleeding on May 1, 2, 3 and 29, the period start 
dates would be May 1 and May 29. We remove the first logged period start for 
every woman because some women ‘backfill’ their first period start, potentially 
creating unreliable dates. We confirm that the distribution of period lengths is 
consistent with the previous literature (Supplementary Fig. 10). Given the period 
starts for each woman, we define the woman’s ‘day relative to period start’ on 
each day d as d − p (where p is the nearest period start as measured by absolute 
difference in days). So if the closest period start occurred on May 1, the day  
relative to period on April 30 would be −1, on May 1 would be 0 and on May 
2 would be 1. We confirm that we observe similar cycle trajectories when we 
compute day relative to period start using only previous period starts or only 
subsequent period starts (so day relative to period start is always non-negative  
or always non-positive, respectively).

Location information and privacy. Our dataset contains women from the 25,000 
cities with the most Clue users, covering 97% of the Clue population. Each city was 
mapped to its latitude (rounded to the nearest 5°), country and time zone; Clue 
removed latitude–time zone pairs with fewer than 1,000 women to protect user 
privacy, and provided us with the rounded latitude, country and time zone for each 
woman. We use each woman’s time zone to compute the local time for each log, 
and use the woman’s local time in all analyses.

Data filtering. For all dimensions, we filter for logs on dates between 1 November 
2015 (since on earlier dates, not all features were available to be logged on the Clue 
app46, rendering the data incomparable), and 20 November 2017 (when our dataset 
ends). We also filter out logs that are more than 20 days from a period start, since 
we will be unable to match these reliably to a period. In our primary analysis, we 
analyse women who log in at least 12 unique months, whom we term ‘long-term 
loggers’. We do this to ensure that we have long enough time spans to estimate 
seasonal cycles and that women log reliably, mitigating missing data concerns.  
We verify that our estimates of cycle amplitudes do not change substantially  
when we examine the remainder of the population (Supplementary Fig. 5).

Because seasonal cycles could potentially be reversed or otherwise altered in 
the Southern and Northern hemispheres, in our analyses which compare with 
seasonal cycles (for example, Fig. 2) we analyse only women in the Northern 
Hemisphere to avoid falsely attenuating the seasonal cycle. We verify that cycle 
amplitudes remain stable when we substratify by latitude subgroups (for example, 
women between 25 °S and the Equator). In all analyses which focus on the 
menstrual cycle and do not consider seasonal cycles (for example, Figs. 3 and 4), 
we analyse all women and do not filter for the Northern Hemisphere.

Binary dimensions: mood and behaviour. To ensure that we have hourly information 
for logs and that logs are prospective (as opposed to logged weeks after the fact, 
potentially rendering memory unreliable), we filter for logs for which we have time 
information on when the logging session started and ended. We remove a very 
small fraction (<0.1%) of logs where the session lasts more than an hour, since this 
renders time information unreliable. To ensure logs are prospective, we remove 
logs where the woman enters a date for the log which is not the same day as the 
session start.

For each dimension of mood and behaviour, we must define a way of 
converting the categorical data that users log (for example, tapping ‘calm’ or ‘happy’ 
on the app screen) to a numerical value on which we can perform quantitative 
analysis. To define this value for each mood dimension, we pair each mood with 
an opposing mood: for example, happy with sad, or calm with stressed. (For all 
nine mood dimensions, both the mood and its opposing mood appear on the same 
screen on the app; in almost all cases, each mood feature has an unambiguous 
opposite—for example, calm–stressed, happy–sad, or motivated–unmotivated. One 
exception to this is sensitive mood, for which happy mood is only an approximate 
opposite; we include sensitive mood in the analysis in spite of this caveat because 
it is one of the most frequently logged symptoms, and is thus important to include; 
see Supplementary Table 4). The value for a given log is 1 if the woman logs the 
first mood and 0 if she logs the opposite mood, for example, 1 if the woman 
logs happy, and 0 if she logs sad. (We examine all mood dimensions except for 
premenstrual syndrome because it is obviously menstrual cycle specific, and high/
low energy, because it is redundant with the energized–exhausted dimension 
we analyse). Thus, the average value of the happy–sad mood dimension can 
be interpreted as the ‘fraction of happy–sad logs which are happy’. We define 
mood dimensions in this way to control for the fact that a woman’s probability of 
logging fluctuates considerably over time of day and point in the menstrual cycle 
(Supplementary Fig. 12). For example, simply examining whether a woman logs a 
mood, without normalizing in some way, would show large spikes in all emotions 
near the menstrual cycle start, due simply to the fact that many women use the 
app primarily to track menstrual cycle starts and thus are more likely to log other 
features then as well.

Pairing emotions with their opposites is consistent with previous 
conceptualizations of emotion47,48 which have regarded them as opposites. 
However, because previous investigations7 have noted that opposite emotions 
may fluctuate somewhat independently of each other, we verify that our primary 
conclusions remain unchanged when we instead normalize using all loggable 
symptoms on the screen on which a mood appears—in essence, computing the 
probability that a woman logged a given mood given that she looked at the screen 
on which it was an option to log. Our primary conclusions remain unchanged 
under this parameterization: the observed cycle trajectories remain consistent 
(with positive moods declining, and negative moods increasing, before period 
start), and the menstrual and daily cycles remain most prominent.

We now describe how we map from categorical log data to numerical values 
for each of the three behaviour dimensions: sleep, sex and exercise. For sleep, the 
app offers users four logging categories: 0–3 h, 3–6 h, 6–9 h and more than 9 h. 
(We note that this is an imperfect measure of sleep for multiple reasons—sleep 
duration is self-reported, the categories are not that fine-grained and this measure 
also does not measure awakenings or sleep quality.) We define the value of the 
sleep dimension as 1 if the woman logged sleeping 6–9 h or more than 9 h, and 
0 otherwise. We choose the cutoff of 6 h because it is closest to the threshold 
for a normal amount of sleep for an adult.49 For the sex and exercise behaviour 
dimensions, we use logs of any type as a normalizer: that is, the sex and exercise 
dimensions are 1 on a day if a woman logged that behaviour on that day, and 0 
if she logged only something other than that behaviour. (For the sex dimension, 
we include only protected, unprotected and withdrawal sex, but do not include 
the ‘high sex drive’ feature which the app also allows women to log.) To ensure 
that women are tracking the relevant data, we analyse only women who log the 
behaviour at least once. We do not analyse the time at which behaviours are logged, 
since a woman may log at 9 p.m. that she slept, had sex or exercised that day, but 
this does not necessarily indicate that she slept, had sex or exercised at 9 p.m.

Continuous dimensions: vital signs. For the three vital sign dimensions—BBT, RHR 
and weight—our dataset does not contain the time at which the log was entered, so 
we apply no time filtering and do not analyse daily cycles. For RHR, we have less 
than a year of reliable data, and so we do not analyse seasonal cycles. BBT and weight 
are self-reported; RHR is measured using a wearable device. We apply basic quality 
control filters to each vital sign to ensure data are reliable (since, in contrast to the 
binary mood and behaviour logs, for vital signs women can enter implausible values). 
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For weight, we filter out weights less than 50 or greater than 500 lb, women whose 
weight fluctuates by more than 50 lb (since this indicates women who may be trying 
to lose or gain weight or who may have different cyclic patterns, and may also indicate 
women who log unreliably) and women with fewer than five logs. For RHR, which 
is automatically measured by a heart rate monitor, we filter out women with logs on 
fewer than 50 days and women whose RHR fluctuates by more than 50 BPM (all RHR 
observations are in a biologically plausible range, so we do not filter for a maximum 
or minimum value). For BBT data, we filter out values below 90 °F or greater than 
110 °F, women with fewer than 50 logs and women with fewer than 5 unique values 
of BBT (since BBT is somewhat difficult to measure, and we observe that some 
people log only implausibly constant values of BBT). A small fraction of women have 
multiple readings on a single day; we average these together so that there is only a 
single observation for each woman on each day.

Decomposition into four cycles. We separate the overall signal into daily, 
weekly, seasonal and menstrual cycles as follows: Because we are interested in 
within-individual variation, we first remove individual means, following previous 
literature7,18: that is, for each woman and each dimension, we subtract the woman’s 
mean for that dimension, so each each woman has zero mean. We then run a linear 
regression of the observations x, where i indexes observations:

xi  Nðαþ βy½i þ γp½i þ δh½i þ ηw½i þ κm½i; σ
2Þ

where y[i] is the year of the ith observation, p[i] is its day relative to period, h[i] 
is its hour, w[i] is its weekday, m[i] is its month and all are encoded as categorical 
variables (with a distinct coefficient for each value). y ranges from 2015 to 2017;  
p ranges from −20 to 20; h ranges from 0 to 23; w is the seven days of the week;  
and m ranges from 1 to 12. In all four-cycle decomposition plots (for example,  
Fig. 2b), we extract the relevant coefficients and zero-mean them; the ‘Baseline’ 
label on the plot indicates a coefficient of zero. (Similarly, when we plot the daily 
signal in Fig. 2a, we subtract off the mean signal across days, so the average signal 
value is zero; we label this as ‘Baseline’ on the plot. To plot the red line in Fig. 2a—
the counterfactual world where menstrual cycle effects are observed rather than 
averaged out—we add the inferred menstrual cycle effect, as plotted in Fig. 2b, to 
the observed signal (black line) in Fig. 2a.) Error bars are 95% confidence intervals; 
throughout the paper, all confidence intervals are computed using cluster-robust 
procedures, clustering at the person level. This accounts for the fact that each 
person in the dataset may provide multiple observations over time. We plot only 
estimates for day relative to period from −14 to 14 because the average menstrual 
cycle is roughly 28–29 days long. Day −14 is not equivalent to day 14, since many 
women have cycles longer or shorter than the typical length of 28–29 days, so we 
would not necessarily expect the regression coefficients for day −14 and day 14 
to be equivalent; some discontinuities at the graph boundaries are expected. One 
advantage of our large dataset is that it allows us to precisely estimate day-specific 
coefficients for the menstrual cycle, rather than making potentially false parametric 
assumptions about how mood, behaviour and vital signs will change over the 
course of the cycle10.

We define the amplitude of a cycle as the difference between the maximum and 
minimum coefficient values for the cycle. We compute confidence intervals on this 
amplitude (Fig. 2c) by bootstrapping replicate datasets, recomputing regressions 
and amplitudes for each replicate, and computing the 95% confidence interval of 
the bootstrapped amplitudes.

Computation of premenstrual effects. We define the premenstrual effect for a 
dimension as follows:

 1. We first determine the premenstrual interval, that is, the week-long interval 
(beginning up to 2 weeks before period start) in which the dimension’s mean 
value (as measured by the regression coefficients shown in Supplementary 
Figs. 1–3) differs most dramatically from its overall mean (Supplementary  
Table 6). Essentially, this captures the interval in which the cycle curve reach-
es its most pronounced peak or trough. As Supplementary Figs. 1–3 illustrate, 
dimensions display pronounced peaks or troughs beginning during the 
2-week premenstrual interval, justifying our examination of a premenstrual 
effect; however, the exact timing of this peak or trough varies by dimen-
sion, as previous authors have also observed21, justifying our use of a specific 
week-long period for each dimension. For example, for sexual activity, this 
interval begins at day −1 and ends at day 6 (where 0 denotes the period start 
date), and for BBT the interval begins at day −8 and ends at day −1.

 2. After defining the premenstrual interval for each dimension, we define the 
premenstrual effect as the dimension’s average value during the premenstrual 
interval minus the dimension’s average value not during the interval. (As with 
the four-cycle analyses, we subtract each woman’s mean before taking the 
averages). This is equivalent to performing a linear regression

xi  Nðαþ βp½i; σ
2Þ

where p[i] indicates that the ith observation occurs during the premenstrual 
interval. (We note that simply computing the amplitude of the premenstrual 
peak or trough, while intuitive for the population as a whole, would not allow us 

to perform a multiple regression, and thus to determine the effects of multiple 
covariates such as age or country.)

To compute country-specific premenstrual effects, we perform the regression

xi  Nðαþ βp½i þ γc½i þ δp½ic½i; σ
2Þ

where c[i] denotes the country of the ith observation, and the interaction term 
δp[i]c[i] allows premenstrual effects to differ by country. To confirm that our 
country-specific effects are robust to inclusion of other covariates (for example, 
age) we also fit models

xi  Nðαþ βp½i þ γc½i þ δp½ic½i þ ηa½i þ κp½ia½i; σ
2Þ

where a[i] denotes the age group of the ith observation, and κpa allows for 
age-specific premenstrual effects. Besides age, the additional covariates we 
include are behaviour controls (if the woman has ever logged consuming alcohol, 
consuming cigarettes, exercise, taking hormonal birth control, taking a birth 
control pill or using an intrauterine device) and app usage controls (number of 
symptom categories used, start year and total symptoms logged). The goal of this 
analysis is to ensure that our country-specific estimates are not driven by other 
country-specific differences.

For each fitted model, we compute the country-specific premenstrual effect 
for each country c by setting the country for all women to c (keeping their other 
covariates the same) and computing the difference between their model-predicted 
value during the premenstrual interval and not during the premenstrual interval. 
This can be interpreted as the model’s predicted premenstrual effect for each 
country if the distribution of all non-country covariates were that of the population 
as a whole. (For computational tractability, given the large number of countries 
in the dataset, we compute this quantity on a random sample of 100,000 women; 
our confidence intervals, which are very small, are thus conservative. We compute 
95% confidence intervals by resampling the entire dataset using bootstrapping, 
repeating the premenstrual effects estimation procedure on each bootstrapped 
replicate and computing the 95% confidence interval of the bootstrapped 
premenstrual effects.)

Our computations for age-specific premenstrual effects are analogous. In both 
cases, we find that inclusion of other covariates does not substantially change our 
age- or country-specific estimates. Our country-specific premenstrual effects 
are robust to inclusion of other covariates (Supplementary Fig. 8); similarly, 
we infer the same age trends regardless of which other covariates we include 
(Supplementary Fig. 9).

Identification of country-specific outlier events. In Supplementary Table 5, we 
identify events in each country which have a large effect on happy–sad mood and 
compare this effect with the amplitude of the menstrual cycle. To identify the most 
important event for each country, we compute the fraction of happy–sad logs 
which are happy by day, after subtracting the baseline (individual mean) for each 
woman to reveal within-individual variation (for example, the time series plotted 
in Fig. 2a, black line). To avoid noisy single-day outliers, we analyse only the five 
largest countries in Supplementary Table 2 and filter for days with at least 250 logs; 
to ensure that this filter does not create holes in our time period, we analyse only 
the last 18 months of data, which has more logs. We then identify the date, for 
each country, with the largest deviation from the overall time series mean. In the 
USA, this is the day after the 2016 presidential election; in three countries (France, 
Mexico and Britain) it is the day after a terrorist attack or natural disaster; and 
in Brazil, it is New Year’s Day. We compare the country-specific amplitude of the 
menstrual cycle with the country-specific effect of this event (as measured by the 
difference in happy–sad mood on that date and the average happy–sad mood in 
the month in which the event occurred). For all five countries, the amplitude of the 
menstrual cycle is substantial relative to the event.

Robustness checks. Alternate four-cycle decomposition methods. We compare our 
linear regression four-cycle decomposition with two other cycle decomposition 
methods: taking the means for each cycle separately, and fitting a mixed model.
•	 Means by group. Rather than fitting a linear regression, we fit a simpler model 

where, after subtracting the means for each individual, we simply compute  
the means for each day relative to period, hour, weekday and month. This does 
not allow us to control for year or account for correlations between cycles  
(for example, if women tend to log when they are on their period only if it  
is a Sunday) but yields similar results to linear regression.

•	 Mixed model. We fit a mixed model which includes the same fixed effects as 
in the linear regression, but rather than removing the individual mean, we fit 
a random-effects intercept term for each individual. The motivation is that, 
while simply removing individual means is interpretable, scalable to large 
datasets and used in previous studies7, it can also potentially lead to mislead-
ing estimates of cyclic effects by incorrectly attributing cyclic variation to 
between-individual variation. For example, if each individual logs for only 
a week, removing individual means may attenuate seasonal cycle estimates. 
We use a linear mixed model even though some of the dimensions are 
binary because we want the fixed-effects coefficients to be interpretable and 
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comparable to our estimates from the other two methods. We downsample 
the data for each dimension to a maximum of 100,000 individuals (randomly 
selected) for computational tractability.

Both methods yield very similar results to linear regression. The mixed model 
yields slightly larger estimates of cycle estimates (the estimated menstrual cycle 
amplitudes are 27% larger on average across all dimensions), so our estimates of 
cycle effects should be regarded as conservative. However, our main conclusions 
remain similar under the two alternative specifications: in particular, menstrual 
cycle amplitudes remain generally larger than those of the other three cycles. 
We therefore favour the linear regression model for its simplicity and because it 
scales to the entire dataset. (The only case in which the models yield somewhat 
different results is for seasonal cycles in weight, for which the mixed model and 
linear regression model estimate qualitatively similar trends but the mixed model 
estimates a considerably larger amplitude—0.65 versus 0.24 lb for the linear 
regression model. This discrepancy occurs because there is substantial change in 
the average weight of the population over time, likely caused by the expansion 
in the population using the app, and the mixed model attributes this to seasonal 
variation. Our estimates of seasonal changes in weight thus ought to be regarded  
as conservative, and it is possible that the true amplitude of the seasonal cycle effect 
is somewhat larger.)

Alternate parameterization of seasonal cycles. Because there are multiple ways of 
parameterizing seasonal cycles, we assess how our results vary under two alternate 
regression parameterizations: (1) replacing the month-of-year indicator variable κm 
with a week-of-year indicator variable and (2) replacing the year indicator variable 
βy with a linear time trend. Our results remain similar under these alternate 
parameterizations. Replacing month-of-year with week-of-year slightly increases 
the amplitude of the seasonal cycle, as expected, due both to noise and to greater 
sensitivity to transient events such as Christmas, but estimates for the seasonal 
cycle are similar and estimates for other cycles are nearly identical; we favour the 
month-of-year parameterization because it allows us to more robustly estimate 
the seasonal cycle for small subgroups of the population in our substratification 
robustness analysis (Supplementary Fig. 5). Replacing the year indicator variable βy 
with a linear time trend also produces generally similar results.

Alternate parameterization of menstrual cycles. There are multiple ways of 
parameterizing the menstrual cycle; we explore three alternative parameterizations 
in addition to our primary parameterization (ranging from −20, where the nearest 
cycle start is 20 days in the future, to 20, where the nearest cycle start is 20 days in 
the past):
•	 Day relative to last cycle start: for every date on which a woman logged, we 

compute the date of the last cycle start on or before the log date and take the 
difference in days. To ensure we have reliable information for cycle day, in this 
analysis we discard logs with more than 40 days since last cycle start.

•	 Day relative to next cycle start: for every date on which a woman logged,  
we compute the date of the next cycle start on or after the log date and take 
the difference in days. We discard logs with more than 40 days until the next 
cycle start.

•	 Fraction of the way through cycle: because average cycle length varies across 
women, for each woman and each log, we compute the log’s cycle day (as 
in our primary parameterization) and divide by the woman’s average cycle 
length. For example, if the log occurred on cycle day 9 and the woman’s aver-
age cycle was 30 days long, the fraction of the way through the cycle f would 
be 930 ¼ 0:3

I
. We analyse logs with −0.5 ≤ f ≤ 0.5.

Our estimated menstrual cycle amplitudes remain stable under these three 
alternate parameterizations of the menstrual cycle, confirming that our conclusions 
are robust to our parameterization of the menstrual cycle. Specifically, in all cases 
our estimated menstrual cycle amplitude is within 20% of our original estimate, 
and the average difference between the original and alternate parameterizations  
is 4.8%.

Substratification robustness checks. The population using the app is likely 
non-representative; we therefore verify that the menstrual cycle remains 
prominent when we substratify the dataset by demographics (age group, country 
and latitude), app usage variables (number of categories logged and number 
of symptoms logged) and whether women logged in at least 12 unique months 
and were included in the main analysis, to ensure that this filtering does not 
change conclusions (Supplementary Fig. 5). For each subgroup, we compute the 
amplitude of the menstrual, daily, weekly and seasonal cycles for that subgroup 
alone. Unsurprisingly, we observe some variation in the cycle amplitudes across 
subgroups (variation across subgroups is, after all, the phenomenon that our 
age subgroup analysis highlights). However, importantly, the overall ordering of 
amplitudes remains largely stable across subgroups for each dimension, and in 
particular, the prominence of the menstrual cycle does not appear to be driven by 
any particular subgroup. This indicates that our central finding of the prominence 
of the menstrual cycle is unlikely to be driven by a non-representative subgroup.

While some previous analyses of the menstrual cycle19,29,50 have studied only 
women who are not taking hormonal birth control (and are thus experiencing 

their natural hormone cycle), we do not apply this filter in our main analyses 
for two reasons. First, the goal of our analysis is to describe cycles in the general 
population of women, not to describe the effect of the natural hormone cycle 
specifically. Second, women in our dataset do not reliably log hormonal birth 
control information, so a hormonal birth control filter would be highly imperfect. 
Specifically, our dataset only contains information on whether women logged 
using birth control on each day, but many women who use daily birth control may 
not bother logging it. Thus, we cannot reliably differentiate between women who 
were truly not taking birth control and those who merely did not log it. This caveat 
notwithstanding, birth control status is an important covariate in analyses of the 
menstrual cycle, and we therefore plot how cycle amplitudes vary as a function 
of birth control status in Supplementary Fig. 6. We examine two subgroups: 
those who have ever logged taking any kind of hormonal birth control (the data 
include categories for ‘injection’, ‘patch’, ‘pill’ and ‘ring’) and those who have logged 
taking a hormonal birth control pill specifically, since this is the most commonly 
logged hormonal birth control category. While, as expected51, the amplitude of 
the menstrual cycle changes with birth control status for some dimensions (most 
notably, sexual behaviour, BBT and RHR), the overall ordering of amplitudes 
remains stable across subgroups.

Reproducing previously known results. Here we describe our procedures for 
replicating previously known findings. The purpose of this analysis is to verify that 
our dataset is sufficiently reliable to reproduce previous results.

Menstrual cycle lengths. The means and standard deviations of menstrual cycle 
lengths in our dataset match previous findings by Chiazze et al.52 (Supplementary 
Fig. 10). Following those authors, we filter for cycles between 15 and 45 days in 
length and stratify by age group. Both the mean and standard deviation for each 
age group closely match the previous estimates; our data also recapitulate the slight 
decrease in mean and standard deviation by age.

Country-specific patterns. We compare our dataset’s country-specific measures of 
happiness and weight with previous country-specific measures of happiness and 
weight. Our source for previous country-specific happiness data is the Gallup 
World Poll, which has been used in a previous study of happiness53. Following 
those authors, we use Gallup’s measures of real-time positive/negative experiences 
(as measured by experiences on the day before the survey) and overall life 
evaluation. We examine the correlations between Gallup’s measures and our 
dataset’s fraction of happy–sad logs which are happy across the 79 countries with 
Gallup data and at least 1,000 happy–sad logs from 100 unique women in our 
dataset. All correlations are statistically significant and have the expected sign: the 
correlation with Gallup’s real-time positive experience index is r = 0.51 (P < 0.001), 
with Gallup’s real-time negative experience index is r = −0.38 (P < 0.001) and with 
Gallup’s overall life evaluation is r = 0.47 (P < 0.001).

For weight, we compare the average weight of women in our dataset who 
provide weight data with previous country-specific measures of weight and obesity. 
We study the 38 countries for which we have weight/obesity data from an external 
dataset and at least 1,000 weight logs from 100 women in our dataset. The average 
weight of women in each country (in our dataset) is significantly correlated with 
2016 World Health Organization estimates of the fraction of women over 18 who 
are overweight54 (body mass index, BMI > 25 kg m−2) (r = 0.53, P < 0.001), the 
fraction of women over 18 who are obese55 (BMI > 30 kg m−2) (r = 0.59, P < 0.001) 
and the average weight of adults in that country56 (r = 0.51, P = 0.001).

Previously known cycles. In addition to the dimensions of mood, behaviour 
and vital signs considered in our primary analysis, we investigate whether our 
dataset displays expected seasonal, weekly and menstrual cycles for additional 
dimensions (Supplementary Fig. 11). (We do not investigate additional dimensions 
in daily cycles because the dimensions for which we have the most reliable time 
information—mood symptoms—are included in our primary analysis.)  
As with all our analyses which include seasonal cycles, we filter for women in  
the Northern Hemisphere.

For menstrual cycles, we examine the four physical pain symptoms that the 
Clue app allows women to log—cramps, headache, ovulation pain and tender 
breasts—since these are some of the best-studied and most commonly logged 
menstrual symptoms. Consistent with prior research, we observe in our dataset 
that cramps57,58, breast pain59 and headache58 are more commonly reported by 
women near period start. In contrast, women in our dataset are most likely to 
report ovulation pain at about day −14 (that is, 14 days before the start of their 
next period), consistent with prior findings of ‘Mittelschmerz’ pain occurring  
near ovulation60. (Ovulation pain also shows a slightly smaller peak at day 14 in  
our dataset, equivalent to day −14 for women with cycles near the typical length  
of 28 days.)

For weekly cycles, we examine patterns in alcohol consumption. Previous 
findings indicate that alcohol consumption increases on the weekend61,62; consistent 
with this, we observe that women are more likely to report attending parties with 
alcohol on the weekends, with logs of hangovers peaking on Sundays.

For seasonal cycles, we investigate allergies, cold/flu symptoms and 
vacationing. Seasonal allergies have been previously found to peak in spring 
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and summer because of higher pollen counts63–65. Incidence of flu peaks in the 
winter66,67. Vacation is more commonly taken during the summer months and  
near the winter holidays68. Our dataset displays patterns consistent with all these 
prior findings.

Generalizability of findings. Since women who use menstrual cycle tracking 
apps likely differ from the general population, it is natural to ask how our findings 
generalize. While a population of millions of women is arguably large enough to be 
worth studying in and of itself even if it is somewhat non-representative, three lines 
of evidence support the generalizability of our findings:

 1. Menstrual tracking apps are increasingly widely used34, offering a data 
source which is plausibly more representative than those used in previous 
studies of the menstrual cycle, which have used small and non-representative 
populations31.

 2. Previous studies of the dataset have found that it replicates known biology—
for example, menstrual cycle lengths19 and premenstrual symptoms20,21. Our 
present analysis similarly produces numerous findings consistent with previ-
ous studies: a late-night shift towards negative mood7,69; estimates of men-
strual BBT, RHR and weight cycle amplitudes23,50,70,71; decreases in exercise 
on the weekends and during the winter24,25; and decreases in sexual activity 
immediately after the period begins and during the weekdays26. In addition 
to our main analysis, we replicate a number of other previous results on our 
dataset. These replications suggest that our dataset is sufficiently reliable to 
reproduce previous results.

 3. Our results remain stable and the menstrual cycle remains prominent when 
we substratify the dataset by demographics and app usage variables (Supple-
mentary Fig. 5), indicating that our results are unlikely to be driven, for ex-
ample, by very young women or by women who use the app more frequently 
because they have particularly severe menstrual symptoms.

Reliability of self-reported data. We apply several quality control filters to ensure 
the accuracy of logged data: for mood and behaviour dimensions, we filter for logs 
that are prospectively recorded (logged on the same day on which they occur), 
since prospective logging is more reliable7. For vital sign dimensions, we filter for 
women who log frequently, and remove biologically implausible values. For mood 
dimensions, one concern is that, because the app interface renders the menstrual 
cycle more salient, it primes women to report subjective period-related mood 
changes. This is an unavoidable concern in studies of menstrual mood changes; 
further, if menstrual cycle apps are priming large fractions of the population to 
experience negative mood near their periods, that is itself a phenomenon worth 
studying. The more objectively recorded behaviour and vital sign dimensions 
should be unaffected by this phenomenon.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding 
author (J.L.) with appropriate permission from Clue. The data are not publicly 
available to preserve the privacy of Clue users.

Code availability
Code to reproduce the findings of this study is available at https://github.com/
epierson9/four-cycles.
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